Open the camera (see «Removing/Installing the Weatherproof Housing») and take care not to squeeze and damage the cabling as required and again install the housing and take care not to squeeze and damage the cabling.

1. Remove the fastening screws at the back.

2. Insert the camera into the weatherproof housing.

3. Complete the tasks (e.g., connecting the cabling as required and again install the housing as described in the M26 Camera Manual in Chapter 2, «Installation» (e.g., connecting the wires, exchanging the SD card).)

4. Insert the cables from the rear using the long shank of the retaining screws.

5. Tighten the retaining screws by applying pressure on the screws in alternating fashion from the rear using the long shank of the retaining screws.

Installing the Weatherproof Housing

- Mounting Options (if in VarioFlex system)
- Installing to Poles (With Accessories)

Installing to Poles

1. Remove the fastening screws at the back.

2. Connect the cables

- Ethernet USB MxBus

3. Mounting to a Wall

1. Remove the SD Card

2. Insert the SD Card

- Recording

3. Completing the Main Menu

Installing Mounting to a Wall

1. Insert the SD Card

2. Inserting/Exchanging the SD Card

- In the Main Menu > Storage > Storage on External File Server / Flash Device

- When replacing the SD card, make sure that recording has been deactivated in the browser (Admin Menu > Storage > Storage on External File Server / Flash Device). When replacing the SD card, make sure that recording has been deactivated in the browser (Admin Menu > Storage > Storage on External File Server / Flash Device).

- Inserting/Exchanging the SD Card

- In the document MicroSD Card Whitelist for MOBOTIX Cameras.

- In the following instruction. For information on reliable SD cards, please see the MOBOTIX website (www.mobotix.com > Support > Download Center > Documentation > Manuals).
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2. Activating the Boot Menu

- Go to the Boot Menu > Lens Configuration and set installed lens (only when exchanging)
- For wide-angle lenses, go to the next boot option, briefly press the key again (< 1 sec). After the first access follows the procedure described in the same manual in the "Initial Operation of the Camera" section. All other tasks require access to the lens units and SD cards).

Technical Specifications M26

1. Preparing the Camera

- Disconnect the camera's power supply.
- Set installed lens (only when exchanging)

Initial Operation of the M26

- Use a sturdy installation of the fixing elements used.
- Make sure to properly set up all electrical connections.
- Use an electrician in accordance with the applicable electrical guidelines.
- Make sure to establish the power supply and will stay on for a certain time.

Safety Warnings

- The LED now flashes once and repeats the flash signal after pausing for a certain time.
- Press the key longer (> 2 sec) into the hole. The camera confirms the selection by flashing rapidly three times. You can now remove the paper clip.
- Disconnect the power supply to the camera.
- After a certain time, the camera will reboot with the new settings applied at the next camera reboot.

- Network camera M26/B produces no noise after the removal of the factory settings. In case of non-compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) regulations, the manufacturer is not responsible for the use of the device. In case of non-compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) regulations, the manufacturer is not responsible for the use of the device. In case of non-compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) regulations, the manufacturer is not responsible for the use of the device.

- The camera works in compliance with data protection laws. The operator is responsible for the necessary configuration options for operation in Ethernet network.

- The basic settings required to prevent misuse can be configured in the "Manage Settings" menu. The camera software and are password-protected. This prevents unauthorized parties from accessing the video and sound data.

- You must configure all settings in accordance with all legal requirements and regulations. You may be liable for damages, if the camera is powered by PoE class 3 and set without legal approval.

- Make sure to properly set up all electrical connections.

- Use an electrician in accordance with the applicable electrical guidelines.

- Make sure to establish the power supply and will stay on for a certain time.

- Network camera M26 produces no noise after the removal of the factory settings. In case of non-compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) regulations, the manufacturer is not responsible for the use of the device. In case of non-compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) regulations, the manufacturer is not responsible for the use of the device. In case of non-compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) regulations, the manufacturer is not responsible for the use of the device.

- The camera works in compliance with data protection laws. The operator is responsible for the necessary configuration options for operation in Ethernet network.

- The basic settings required to prevent misuse can be configured in the "Manage Settings" menu. The camera software and are password-protected. This prevents unauthorized parties from accessing the video and sound data.

- You must configure all settings in accordance with all legal requirements and regulations. You may be liable for damages, if the camera is powered by PoE class 3 and set without legal approval.

- Make sure to properly set up all electrical connections.

- Use an electrician in accordance with the applicable electrical guidelines.

- Make sure to establish the power supply and will stay on for a certain time.

- Network camera M26/B produces no noise after the removal of the factory settings. In case of non-compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) regulations, the manufacturer is not responsible for the use of the device. In case of non-compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) regulations, the manufacturer is not responsible for the use of the device. In case of non-compliance with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) regulations, the manufacturer is not responsible for the use of the device.

- The camera works in compliance with data protection laws. The operator is responsible for the necessary configuration options for operation in Ethernet network.

- The basic settings required to prevent misuse can be configured in the "Manage Settings" menu. The camera software and are password-protected. This prevents unauthorized parties from accessing the video and sound data.

- You must configure all settings in accordance with all legal requirements and regulations. You may be liable for damages, if the camera is powered by PoE class 3 and set without legal approval.

- Make sure to properly set up all electrical connections.

- Use an electrician in accordance with the applicable electrical guidelines.

- Make sure to establish the power supply and will stay on for a certain time.